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 Statistics of Giant Arcs
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"From giant arcs to CMB lensing: 20 years of gravitational distortion"     
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 Statistics of Giant Arcs 

 Produced by most massive galaxy clusters in the universe
 Sensitive measure of cosmological model 

Why? 

What? 

  Count highly magnified, strongly tangentially distorted, curved 
images of galaxies that are located “behind” a massive galaxy 
cluster

How?
 Ray tracing through realistic matter distribution from N-body 
simulations : multi-plane lensing (cf. Bartelmann et al. 1998, 
Jain et al. 2000, Hilbert et al. 2007 ...)
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 Ingredients for multi-lens plane approach: 

 large box size  L (in order to cover primordial 
fluctuations with large wavelength)L = 320 Mpc/h

 small "smoothing length" l (in order not to smooth 
small fluctuations)l = 3.2 kpc/h

 large number of particles N (in order to resolve 
cores of individual galaxy mass halos) 

N = 10243 = 1,073,741,824 

n-body simulations with:                  
TPM (Tree-Particle-Mesh) code (w/Ostriker, Bode) 
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 Parameters of cosmological model: 

 TPM-code:  Bode & Ostriker (2003) 
 matter content:         ΩM = 0.3,  ΩΛ = 0.7

 Hubble constant:      H0 = 70 km/sec/Mpc

 amplitude of mass fluctuations:   σ8 = 0.95

 particle mass:           mp = 2.54 ∗ 109 M
⊙☉

 mass output at 19 redshifts, matching comoving distances of         
D  =  (160 + n ∗ 320) Mpc/h

 actual lens planes: fixed ANGULAR size, varying physical 
sidelength (x = 35.6 Mpc/h at highest zL = 6.4) 
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 Parameters of cosmological model: 
Example for lens planes as a function of redshift:

z = 0

z = 4

z = 0.2
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   Ray tracing simulations:  matter & shear 

integrated 
matter 

distribution

plus

shear 
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   Ray tracing simulations:  critical lines & images

critical lines
in image plane

plus

images

(for regular grid of circular 
sources at zs = 4.8)
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 Parameters of cosmological model: 
Magnification distribution in source plane:
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 Parameters of cosmological model: 
Magnification distribution in source plane:
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Examples for lensed structures with increasing z:
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Examples for lensed structures with:     zs = 1.1
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Examples for lensed structures with:     zs = 1.5
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Examples for lensed structures with:     zs = 2.5
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Examples for lensed structures with:     zs = 3.8
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Examples for lensed structures with:     zs = 5.4
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Examples for lensed structures with:     zs = 7.2
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Scientific questions addressed here:      

Frequency of giant luminous arcs:                                           
in concordance with concordance cosmological model?

Importance of secondary (tertiary, ...) lens planes:                     
how frequently is strong lensing supported by sub-critical lens planes? 

Effect of baryon cooling:                                                                
more arcs when baryons are considered

Effect of cosmology/normalization/σ8/WMAP-1 vs. WMAP-3                                                                
fewer arcs for lower normalization
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Frequency of giant luminous arcs:             in 
concordance with concordance cosmological 

model?     
Probability for the 

occurance of 
giant arcs ...

...is a strong function 
of source redshift! 

Wambsganss, Bode, 
Ostriker:

ApJ 606, L93 (2004)
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Importance of secondary (tertiary) lens planes: 
how frequently is strong lensing supported by sub-critical lens planes?     

 Most strong lens systems are modelled assuming "thin" lens 
approximation:   Is this correct/justified?  

 For some multiple quasars:  different redshifts for lensing 
galaxies measured (cf. Blandford/Fassnacht: B1608+656)
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Importance of secondary (tertiary) lens planes: how 
frequently does strong lensing occur    with sum of 

sub-critical lens planes?     
for increasing source 

redshift:
increasing importance 

of secondary, 
tertiary, ... lens 
planes!

Wambsganss, Bode, 
Ostriker 
ApJ 635, L31(2005)

(cf. Hennawi et al. 2007, 
Hilbert et al. 2007)
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Importance of secondary (tertiary) lens planes: how 
frequently does strong lensing occur    with sum of 

sub-critical lens planes?     For two lens planes: 
heavily dominated 
by ONE lens plane 
 

secondary contribution 
"minor" 

Wambsganss, Bode, 
Ostriker 
ApJ 635, L31(2005)

(cf. Hennawi et al. 2007, 
Hilbert et al. 2007)
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Importance of secondary (tertiary) lens planes: how 
frequently does strong lensing occur    with sum of 

sub-critical lens planes?     
For three lens planes:

mostly dominated by 
one lens plane 

Wambsganss, Bode, 
Ostriker 
ApJ 635, L31(2005)
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The effect of baryonic cooling on arc statistics

 locate halos & identify mass likely to be cooled into stars 
 rearrange mass such that inner part is isothermal 
 recipe/requirements:

fraction of “rearranged” mass = stellar mass in universe
cosmic buildup of mass in stellar systems parallels what is 
known from observations
individual mass profiles consistent with kinematic data of lensing 
galaxies

distribution of systems as function of stellar mass and circular 
velocity approximates observational data

Wambsganss, Ostriker, Bode
arXiv:0707.1482
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separation (arcsec)

Case 1: pure N-body  

Case 2: baryon redistribution

The effect of baryonic cooling on arc statistics

Wambsganss, Ostriker, Bode
arXiv: 0707.1482

Number of multiple 
images/giant arcs 
increases by about 
25% if baryon cooling 
is considered

(cf. Lin et al. 2006, 
Rozo et al. 2006,
Hilbert et al. 2007)
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The effect of baryonic cooling on arc statistics

Black dashed:   pure N-body case
red solid: with baryon redistribution

Frequency of triple/quintuple images as a function of redshift

Wambsganss, Ostriker, Bode:
arXiv:0707.1482

Number of multiple 
images/giant arcs 
increases by about 
25% if baryon cooling 
is considered

(cf. Lin et al. 2006, 
Rozo et al. 2006,
Hilbert et al. 2007)
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 Parameters of “WMAP-3” cosmological model: 

 matter content:         ΩM = 0.26,  ΩΛ = 0.74

 Hubble constant:      H0 = 74 km/sec/Mpc

 amplitude of mass fluctuations:   σ8 = 0.77

 particle mass:           mp = 2.20 ∗ 109 M
⊙☉
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separation (arcsec)

Case 1: baryon redistribution, WMAP-1 

Case 2: baryon redistribution, WMAP-3 

Arc statistics for WMAP-1 vs. WMAP-3 normalization

Frequency of arcs is 
reduced by factor 8-10 for 
a WMAP-3 normalization 
compared to a WMAP-1 
normalization (cf. Li et al. 
2006)!

Result:
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 Statistics of Giant Arcs is a very powerful probe for a 
comparison of cosmological models with observations

 arc frequency is strongly increasing function of source redshift 

 secondary lens planes contribute occasionally (cf. Hennawi et al. 07, Hilbert et al. 07)

 baryon cooling increases arc frequency by about 25% (cf. Lin et al. 06, Rozo et al. 06)

 WMAP-1 normalized model in rough agreement with observations (slightly on 
the high side ...) 

 WMAP-3 normalization decreases arc frequency by about a factor 8-10, 
compared to WMAP-1 parameters (cf. Li et al. 06)

TO DO: 
 more/better data: deep, very large area surveys:  Pan-STARRS, DUNE, LSST 
 constrain/explore cosmological model parameters
 (useful: clear definition of “what is an arc?” )

(more talks to come: Bartelmann, Hilbert, Meneghetti, ...)
 ➞  Strong Lensing offers Strong Tests for Cosmology
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“Bernard Fort, the man responsible for Lumières dans la 
nuit, has degrees that most of us don't and presumably 
knows what he's doing. He may also be qualified to pass 
judgment on exactly what criteria must be satisfied in 
order for a field ... to qualify as a good field ... . The rest 
of us must remain ignorant.”

Google “Bernard Fort”,

on “Splendid”:
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 Happy Birthday 

Luminous Bernarc Fort  

            3.25 × 20 years !!! 

Summary+
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